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Picture practice: Past continuous & simple past usage. Complete the sentences below using
either the past progressive/continuous (was/were + verb elsewhere – copy them into the
Smartboard and move them about, creating a picture story.Error correction slips + multiple
choice questions for past and present perfect tenses, would and used to. Story ordering and
gap fill exercises for simple story narrative tenses. Updated. Goes with pic story formerly in
Headway Intermediate.To Catch A Thief: Past simple and past continuous practice. is on the
students creating the content of the story and not an exercise in grammar.. ASA's picture . This
lesson focuses on the use of the past continuous and past simple together to indicate one
action being interrupted by another. It starts with a short story that . A picture story that contrasts
the uses of WILL vs BE GOING TO in a grammar in context. PICTURE STORY to practice

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS!This is not only a classic activity for the Past
Continuous, but also an all time classic have to concoct a story of where they were together at
the time of the crime.. Give students a picture that shows lots of people doing different actions,
e.g. a . Click here to choose from 204 Past Continuous worksheets for your next lesson. Free.
Cinderella's Story - Past Simple and Continuous Worksheet. 0 12,361 0 . … use listening and
picture prompts to describe events in the past progressive, use. Identify the difference between
the past simple and the past progressive. watch the movie to find the sentences and the correct
order, and retell the story.Click here to download the full worksheet: Simple Past Story 1.. The
Past Progressive (Continuous) is a form of the verb that shows the action or. He was taking
pictures of the fire when the fire trucks pulled up.Visit the Past Progressive (Continuous)
Section for More Resources. The firefighters were fighting the fire and Nate was taking pictures
when the rain started.
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action being interrupted by another. It starts with a short story that . A picture story that contrasts
the uses of WILL vs BE GOING TO in a grammar in context. PICTURE STORY to practice
PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS!This is not only a classic activity for the Past
Continuous, but also an all time classic have to concoct a story of where they were together at
the time of the crime.. Give students a picture that shows lots of people doing different actions,
e.g. a . Click here to choose from 204 Past Continuous worksheets for your next lesson. Free.
Cinderella's Story - Past Simple and Continuous Worksheet. 0 12,361 0 . … use listening and
picture prompts to describe events in the past progressive, use. Identify the difference between
the past simple and the past progressive. watch the movie to find the sentences and the correct
order, and retell the story.Click here to download the full worksheet: Simple Past Story 1.. The
Past Progressive (Continuous) is a form of the verb that shows the action or. He was taking
pictures of the fire when the fire trucks pulled up.Visit the Past Progressive (Continuous)
Section for More Resources. The firefighters were fighting the fire and Nate was taking pictures
when the rain started.
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Picture practice: Past continuous & simple past usage. Complete the sentences below using
either the past progressive/continuous (was/were + verb elsewhere – copy them into the
Smartboard and move them about, creating a picture story.Error correction slips + multiple
choice questions for past and present perfect tenses, would and used to. Story ordering and
gap fill exercises for simple story narrative tenses. Updated. Goes with pic story formerly in
Headway Intermediate.To Catch A Thief: Past simple and past continuous practice. is on the
students creating the content of the story and not an exercise in grammar.. ASA's picture . This
lesson focuses on the use of the past continuous and past simple together to indicate one
action being interrupted by another. It starts with a short story that . A picture story that contrasts
the uses of WILL vs BE GOING TO in a grammar in context. PICTURE STORY to practice
PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS!This is not only a classic activity for the Past
Continuous, but also an all time classic have to concoct a story of where they were together at
the time of the crime.. Give students a picture that shows lots of people doing different actions,
e.g. a . Click here to choose from 204 Past Continuous worksheets for your next lesson. Free.
Cinderella's Story - Past Simple and Continuous Worksheet. 0 12,361 0 . … use listening and
picture prompts to describe events in the past progressive, use. Identify the difference between
the past simple and the past progressive. watch the movie to find the sentences and the correct
order, and retell the story.Click here to download the full worksheet: Simple Past Story 1.. The
Past Progressive (Continuous) is a form of the verb that shows the action or. He was taking
pictures of the fire when the fire trucks pulled up.Visit the Past Progressive (Continuous)
Section for More Resources. The firefighters were fighting the fire and Nate was taking pictures
when the rain started.
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choice questions for past and present perfect tenses, would and used to. Story ordering and
gap fill exercises for simple story narrative tenses. Updated. Goes with pic story formerly in
Headway Intermediate.To Catch A Thief: Past simple and past continuous practice. is on the
students creating the content of the story and not an exercise in grammar.. ASA's picture . This
lesson focuses on the use of the past continuous and past simple together to indicate one
action being interrupted by another. It starts with a short story that . A picture story that contrasts
the uses of WILL vs BE GOING TO in a grammar in context. PICTURE STORY to practice
PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS!This is not only a classic activity for the Past
Continuous, but also an all time classic have to concoct a story of where they were together at
the time of the crime.. Give students a picture that shows lots of people doing different actions,
e.g. a . Click here to choose from 204 Past Continuous worksheets for your next lesson. Free.
Cinderella's Story - Past Simple and Continuous Worksheet. 0 12,361 0 . … use listening and
picture prompts to describe events in the past progressive, use. Identify the difference between
the past simple and the past progressive. watch the movie to find the sentences and the correct
order, and retell the story.Click here to download the full worksheet: Simple Past Story 1.. The
Past Progressive (Continuous) is a form of the verb that shows the action or. He was taking
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Section for More Resources. The firefighters were fighting the fire and Nate was taking pictures
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